
 

LA HABRA CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

DIRECTOR OF TRANSPORTATION 
 

Definition 

 

Under supervision of the Chief Business Official, plan, organize and direct the overall operation of the 

transportation department and related needs of the district; supervise and evaluate the performance of 

assigned personnel. 

 

Typical Tasks 

 

- Plan, develop and coordinate regular bus schedules to minimize costs and maintain efficiency 

utilizing transportation software when available. 

- Organize emergency routing as needed to safely transport students to and from school, field trips 

and various educational events due to adverse weather, road and bus stop conditions. 

- Resolve student transportation problems with parents, principals and other school administrators. 

- Maintain accurate records of proper licenses and expiration dates for mechanics, regular and 

substitute bus drivers. 

- Train, supervise and evaluate the performance of assigned personnel. 

- Schedule, assign and coordinate regular and substitute bus drivers’ assignments. 

- Provide in-service training to bus drivers in accordance with certification and established 

requirements; and/or participate in the instruction of drivers’ renewal licensing. 

- Supervise, coordinate and evaluate the bus evacuation safety program. 

- Implement and maintain safety and vehicle inspection programs; conduct training on student 

safety, accident prevention and equipment standards.  

- Monitor the scheduling of mechanic repairs on school buses, trucks, and other automotive 

equipment. 

- Review and maintain daily logs, reports and records related to driver, mechanic and transportation 

activities, including records prepared for Special Education and the annual State TRANS Report. 

- Prepare budget, statistical and financial reports. 

- Coordinate the revision of school bus driver handbook/guidelines and emergency and safety 

procedures. 

- Supervise and conduct accident investigations and complaints from the public and/or district 

personnel regarding transportation staff or services. 

- Maintain and secure files and records relating to investigations, complaints, and accidents. 

- Coordinate the review of records from the California Department of Motor Vehicles regarding 

district driver violations and take appropriate action. 

- Attend conferences and workshops to maintain current knowledge of regulations and requirements 

and best practices. 

- Perform other related duties as assigned. 

 

Minimum Qualifications 

 

Education/ Completion of High School Diploma or General Education Diploma  

Experience: (GED), and any combination equivalent to five years experience in the 

following areas: Bus Driver in a school district/private sector or 

Instructor/Trainer of School Bus Drivers. A minimum of two years in a 

supervisory capacity is desirable.   
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Knowledge of: California Motor Vehicle Code, Education Code, and Board Policy applicable to 

the operation of transportation vehicles in a school district; traffic ordinances of 

city, county and California Highway Patrol, and federal and state regulations 

pertaining to student transportation; and familiarity of local streets, boundary lines 

and housing developments. District regulations governing transportation 

operations; safety rules and practices; principles and methods to operate, dispatch 

and schedule buses; and resource materials related to instruction and training of 

drivers and mechanics. Maintenance rules, regulations and procedures for school 

buses and other vehicles. Essential duties performed by bus drivers and mechanics; 

modern office practices and procedures. 

 

Ability to: Oversee the safe and efficient transportation of students. Train, supervise and 

evaluate personnel.  Make sound decisions under pressure in emergency 

situations; and use time management techniques to prioritize workload and 

conflicting demands; read, interpret, apply and explain rules, regulations, district 

policies and procedures. Conduct confidential investigations. Communicate 

effectively both orally and in writing; prepare and maintain clear, concise 

correspondence and reports. Perform mathematical computations; assist in the 

preparation of the annual budget; monitor budgetary expenditures. Respond to 

changing rules and regulations. Operate a computer and use related software; 

maintain current knowledge of technological advances in the field of 

transportation. Work independently and effectively with minimal direction; 

problem solve, analyze and create plans of action to reach solutions. Establish and 

maintain cooperative working relationships with district personnel, parents, 

students and other outside representatives. Maintain consistent, punctual and 

regular attendance. 

 

Certificates   

Required: Valid First Aid Certificate and CPR Certificate. Valid Medical Card and California 

Special Driving Certificate.  School Bus Driver Instructor’s Certificate preferred. 

License  

Required: Possession of a valid Class A or B California Driver’s License with PS endorsement.  

 

 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS: 

The work environment and physical demands of the positions as described below are representative of 

those that must be met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this Transportation 

position. These physical standards are generic in nature and tasks may vary dependent on school site or 

specialized department assignment.   

Work Environment:  

The employee’s work environment in this job classification consists mainly of an office environment. 

Employees may also work on a school bus and in an outdoor environment. Employees may be required to 

drive a school bus in the absence of any other bus drivers. There is also exposure to fumes, dust, odors, 

oil/grease and seasonal heat, cold and adverse weather conditions. While performing the duties of this job,  
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Work Environment: (continued) 

 

the employee regularly works near moving mechanical parts.  Positions are subject to constant interruption 

and severe time constraints and are in direct contact with the public, students and employees. Interactions 

with these contacts may result in hectic situations. Employees may also work without direct supervision 

and are responsible for the safety and well being of passengers. The noise levels will range from moderate 

to loud and employees may have to raise their voice to be heard when working near moving mechanical 

parts and buses. 

 

Physical Demands:  

 

The physical demands of this position include the ability to enter and exit a bus to monitor driver 

performance and routes; on occasion may be required to assist in loading students, evacuating a bus in an 

emergency situation, assist students in wheelchairs on the ramp lift, all of which may require the lifting of 

moderately heavy children and/or objects between 60-100 lbs. in the absence of a regular bus driver. The 

position also sits for extended periods of time although the employee frequently stands and walks when not 

driving.  Bending at the waist, kneeling or crouching to inspect busses and reaching, pulling and pushing to 

open bus doors are also activities that are required. The employee will frequently bend at the neck and trunk 

while performing the duties of this job. Incumbents in this position frequently climb steps to get in and out 

of the bus and may climb ladders/stairs. The ability to reach with hands and arms overhead, above the 

shoulders or horizontally is required as is the repetitive use of hands to finger, handle, grasp or feel objects, 

tools, or controls. Seeing to monitor passengers and operate a vehicle include specific vision abilities such 

as close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and the ability to adjust 

focus. Also required are hearing and speaking abilities to exchange information, monitor students and 

communicate via two-way radio.  

Must pass pre-employment physical prior to first day of employment. 

 

Work Schedule: 1 (12 month) 

Range 7 on Supervisory Salary Schedule 

 

Last reviewed: 1985  

 

PRESENTED TO PERSONNEL COMMISSION:  September 6, 2011 (1
st
 Reading) 

  October 4, 2011 (2
nd

 Reading)   


